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ABSTRACT

Article history:

The emergent of Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics
(STEM) Education in Malaysia has embarked challenges in higher education
system. Conventional teaching methods often cause lower learning gain, fear
and bad perceptions among sstudents. The old initiative may also be the
cause of students’ demotivation, lower interest in learning a subject or even
dropouts. This study was conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of an
inverted classroom by using the problem-based method in Biology subject
among science foundation students. Students were divided into two groups;
experimental (EG) and control (CG) group. A topic in Biology had been
selected, and an assessment paper was given to both groups before and after
the intervention session. The EG would experience self-learning through
given materials and asked to conduct a problem-based learning study case.
Meanwhile, the CG would obey the conventional teaching method before
given a similar study case. The result reported significant improvement in
assessment marks for EG group compared to the CG group. The students’
comparison between the pre- and post-test implies that they have shown
positive improvement in understanding the content of the subject tested. This
finding will serve as a primary platform to improvise and enhance teaching
and learning methodology in biology subject for foundation level.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
Conventional teaching strategies become apparent to be teacher-centred and discipline-centred. The
needs, concerns, and requirements of both the teachers and students are not considered following the
disciplined-centred teaching. Science teaching does not only require the attention of the course but also
concerns the value of student input in understating the process of moving students from their initial state of
knowledge and understanding to the desired level. Increasing interest in learner’s individual differences had
developed due to the change from the traditional teacher-centred to student-centred approach [1]. Besides, the
academic achievement of students is also known to be directly influenced by individual differences.
Awareness of learning styles and their roles in academic achievement can benefit educational psychologists,
teachers and researchers [2].
The emergent of Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics or STEM implementation in
education has been emphasized in the Malaysian Education Development Plan (MEDP) 2013-2015 to
prepare students for 21st century challenges. However, various studies reported on difficulties faced by
students in learning Biology. Genetic related topics, such as mitosis and meiosis, genes and chromosomes,
and Mendelian genetics, are among the topics in Biology considered hard to understand by students. Main
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reasons for the learning difficulties are due to the nature of the topic, teachers’ style of teaching, and
students’ learning styles and attitude toward the topic. Hence, more practices in making Biology learning
interesting should be promoted not only to overcome the challenges but also to improve Biology learning
among students [3-5].
In contrast with the traditional class settings, flipped classroom is a pedagogical approach which
inverts the conventional notion of the classroom-based learning. Students are introduced with topic materials
before the class, with the classroom time then being used to demonstrate an active learning activity, mainly
problem-based learning activities. To fill the gap regarding the shifting nature of teacher- to student-centred
approach, these activities are conducted with the assistance of instructors to clarify unfamiliar concepts,
resolve the problems, or pose new questions. Introducing the content of the topic involves video lectures and
readings. Hence, this model increases the interaction between the instructor and students during class and
transfers the learning responsibility and ownership to the students instead of by participating in interactive
activities [6, 7].
Integrating flipped classroom with the problem-based learning in STEM related education does
suggest that the students’ learning styles have not only improved, but it may have substantial influences on
their academic performance [8-12]. Unfortunately, study focusing mainly on the effectiveness of flipped
classroom in Biology teaching on foundation students is still limited. Hence, the objective of the current
study is to investigate the effectiveness of inverted problem-based learning classroom (IPBLC) approach in
Cell Division topic covered in Cell Diversity, Reproduction, Ecology and Development (SB0014)
course. This current study is also carried out to compare the academic performance between the control
and experimental groups of science foundation students after exposing them to different learning
styles, respectively.

2. RESEARCH METHOD
2.1. Study design
A total of 75 pre-university students from the Preparatory Centre of Science and Technology,
University Malaysia Sabah participated in this study. They were then being assigned into 2 groups equally to
facilitate the classroom activities with different approaches; the Experimental group experienced a flipped
classroom (FC), integrated with the problem-based learning (FC-PBL) while the Control with the traditional
teaching methods (T) with the problem-based learning (T-PBL). All the participants had first experienced the
FC-PBL and T-PBL for two sessions, only then to be randomly assigned to the control and experimental
groups. In experimental treatment, the researcher physically intervened to alter the conditions experienced by
the EG (e.g., they were provided with online resources including recorded lectures, theoretical slides, chapter
exercises and quizzes as well as chat room discussion with their lecturers during the FC session). The other
group received a lecture – the traditional form of instruction in the class of the similar topic for a two-hour
session. Theoretical slides and exercises were provided to this group during the class period. The PBL was
conducted to assess the students’ understanding toward the topic learned after the experimental treatment,
thus both groups were tested with an identical problem and expected to present their findings at the end of the
sessions with only a team of five in each group.
2.2. Data collection
In this experiment, the statistical comparisons were utilized among the two groups on each of the
two tests; the pre- and post. The CG and EG received the pre-tests before the researchers manipulated the
treatment conditions. The post-tests were then administered to assess the students’ understanding on the
selected topic after the PBL session ended. Both tests were similar in question and consistent in format. The
pretest-posttest comparison would evaluate the effect of different teaching methods, thus manifested through
the academic performances of the students in the post-test. Beforehand, a survey was conducted to all the
participants to address the Biology grades scored during the O-level examination or prominently known as
Sijil Pelajaran Malaysia (SPM).
2.3. Data analysis
A Mann-Whitney U test was used to analyse the difference of mean scores for pre-test and post-test
of EG and CG respectively. A statistical software package, SPSS version 23, was used for the analysis and
statistical significance was set at Sig. value<0.05.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Samples background
“People factor” may introduce threats that influence the outcome, such as selecting individuals who
are brighter or more receptive to a treatment for the EG. Thus, conducting a survey to identify individual
Biology grades scored for the Sijil Penilaian Malaysia (SPM) exam could rule out this factor which might
influence the outcome of this experiment. The students, who randomly assigned to the control and
experimental groups, both showed normal distribution curve which implied that their abilities in Biology
subject were evenly distributed and there was not any obvious bias factor in term of student selection.
Figure 1 shows the distribution of students’ Biology grades for SPM 2017. Of the 31 students from
the CG, students’ grade is in descending order; B+>A->B>C+>A>A+>C. On the other hand, 16 students
from the EG group scored B+. Grading for EG group is as following descending order; B+>A>B>C+>A>A+>C+. Thus, the sample study is proven to be well distributed based on the data collected.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. Normal distribution graphs on both
(a) Experimental group (b) Control group

3.2. Intervention using IPBLC method
To answer the research question dealing with the effectiveness of the flipped classroom on the
students’ academic performance, the chapter of Cell Division designed for the college foundation level was
selected. Cell cycle, mitosis, meiosis, and application in cell division were among the content of this chapter.
The participants were asked to answer two sets of questions (the pre- and post-test) before and after the
intervention period. Two Biology lecturers holding Master’s and PhD degrees teaching Biology subject with
a minimum teaching experience of three years rated the samples. The Mann-Whitney U Test was employed
for the data analysis and Figure 2 shows the mean between the students’ pre-test and post-test scores. There
was a significant improvement observed in the EG as the mean marks increased from 21.53±4.15 to
25.64±3.42 after post-test. Furthermore, the dip in standard deviation value demonstrates an improved
consistency of the mean marks. Like the EG, the mean difference between the two test scores of the CG also
indicated a positive improvement, although the value was still significantly lower than the EG. As the Figure
indicates, there was 3.6613 points increment only from the pre-test, with slightly increased standard deviation
values which implied the less consistencies of the marks received by students.

Figure 2. Average marks between EG and CG after implementation of IPBLC method
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In biology, students’ performance in few challenging topics had been well-studied for example in
cell division, organelles, genetic inheritance, DNA replication concept, cloning, plant tissue culture and
osmosis [13-18]. Some of the misconceptions about Biology subject had also been identified, such as in
Mendelian genetic, Cell life cycle and Reproduction [19-20]. In Cell Division topic, students usually found it
challenging to grasp the conceptual understanding about sexual and asexual concepts, mitosis and meiosis
processes, chromosomal mechanics and later expanding their knowledge in Cell Division to Mendelian
Genetics [19]. The common preconception about cell division is complicated and problematic as well as all
the misconceptions reported earlier. The common preconceptions made this topic interesting to be assessed
among the pre-university students at Universiti Malaysia Sabah.
As the conventional teaching method had less impressive impact to overcome the misconception
[21], attempting to integrate active learning strategies into the lessons could be highly beneficial for the
learners. Implementing active learning into Biology course had been extensively studied to increase the
learning outcomes among students compared to traditional chalk and talk method [15]. One of the strategies
in active learning for biology subject is through problem-based learning [22]. Inverted classroom, primarily
through a case study or problem-based learning had contributed to the increasing number of students'
learning gains in biology subject [17, 23]. Students work in groups to solve the real complex scenarios using
their previous knowledge thought in class through independent discovery and inquiry-based format. In this
study, students had been given a case study that urged them to apply all concepts that were learned in Cell
Division topic. Hence, this justifies the selection of cell division topic and inverted classroom in the form of
problem-based learning as the assessment topic and teaching method in this study, respectively.
In terms of methodological approach, another research had been published assessing this Cell
division topic among students using various Computer-Mediated Simulation module [24, 25]. In these
modules, the experimental group also shows significant increase scores during pretest-posttest evaluation.
However, the development and execution of the module was quite difficult, involving more tools or facilities
such as computers, and some module was restricted to IBM compatible computers only.
Therefore, as indicated by the data analysis in this research, the intervention using IPBLC method in
Cell Division have built up a positive impact which was manifested through their performance in the tests.
The result of this study was by the assessment reported by [17]. This paper had evaluated Cell Division
subject especially mitosis and meiosis topics, and the results were found in line with Figure 2. Unlike [17],
which reported about 16.0% increment of mean score between the control and experimental groups, the
analysis derived from this study was only about 13.7% increment.
However, this finding still revealed a significant improvement in the students’ academic
performance and comprehension, thus encourages educators and test practitioners to provide more effective
educational tools for an effective students’ engagement in the classroom.

4.

CONCLUSION
Inverted problem-based learning classroom (IPBLC) method has proven to improve students'
achievements among Science Foundation students at the University of Malaysia Sabah. To further elaborate
on the effectiveness of this method, a series of survey on students’ perception should be conducted to define
the correlation between learning gains with students’ performance in the tests. Hence, the validity of the
results also could be enhanced by using variety and more challenging topics in Biology subject. For instance;
Gene and DNA, Mendelian genetics and Biochemistry.
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